Front door
Keep a check on it

When it comes to home security,
the front door continues to be the
leading target for potential break-ins.

Statistics from
ONS revealed

76%

Despite this

42%

of household burglaries in England
and Wales occurred when the
culprit accessed the home
through a door.1

of people don’t lock both
their door and windows,
leaving them open to
opportunists.2

Yale

Here are some top tips on how to make sure
your front door security is up to scratch…

Got a wooden door?

Do you own a composite door?

Your lock should meet the
requirements of the standard BS3621,
the lock can be a night latch otherwise
known as a Yale Lock.

Make sure it’s tested to PAS24 and has the
Secured by Design certificate. This way you
can make sure your lock is tested to the
highest standard.

Be aware of
lock snapping

DID YOU KNOW?
Cylinders have a star rating of
either 1-star, 2-stars, or
3-stars, with 3-stars
providing the highest level
of protection.

Lock snapping is a popular tactic
used by criminals where they snap
a lock cylinder to break the lock
and gain access to a home.
To prevent this tactic being used on
your home, use a lock which meets
the TS007 3-star standard.

TS007: 2014
KM 559658

Stars mean strength!
3-star cylinders provide multiple lines of
defence to your front door offering trusted
protection against:

Anti-snap

Anti-drill

Anti-pick

Anti-pull

Anti-screw

Be super-smart
If you’re planning an upgrade for
your front door security, why not
consider a smart lock. Controlled
by your smartphone, you can check
if your home is securely locked
from anywhere.

Research
revealed only

11%

You’re in control
With a smart lock you're fully in control
of your front door. Send and revoke
digital keys whenever you need to,
ensuring you're always in the know over
who has access to your home.

of people change the locks when
moving into a new home. But previous
owners may still have spare keys,
making it difficult to know
who exactly has the keys
to your home2.

Keep an eye on it!

Security cameras
Add another level of security to your front
door with a smart security camera. Set up to
watch over your front door or entrance to
your home, get alerts and check in on your
home all via your smartphone.

1 ONS, 2020
2 One Poll Yale Survey, 2022
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